The development of LADAR (laser distance and ranging) technology to acquire 3D spatial data made it possible to create 3D models of complex objects. Because an unobstructed line-of-sight is required to capture a point on an object, an individual LADAR scan may acquire only a partial 3D image, and several scans from different vantage points are needed for complete coverage of the object. As a result there is a need for software which registers various scans to a common coordinate frame. NIST is investigating direct optimization as an approach to numerically registering 3D LADAR data without utilizing fiduciary points or matching features. The primary capability is to register a point cloud to a triangulated surface -a "TIN" surface. If a point cloud is to be registered against another point cloud, then the first point cloud is meshed in order to create a triangulated surface against which to register the second point cloud. The direct optimization approach to registration depends on the choice of the measure-of-fit to quantify the extent to which the point cloud differs from the surface in areas of overlap. Two such measuresof-fit have been implemented. Data for an experimental evaluation were collected by scanning a box, and registration accuracy was gauged based on comparisons of the volume and height to known values.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has investigated metrological aspects of LADAR (Laser Distance and Ranging) scanning, addressing both hardware and software issues [2, 4, 5] . Hardware calibration issues include statistics for direct range measurements, their dependence on target color, distance, and angle of incidence. Corresponding experiments will be the topic of a forthcoming report [2] . In this work, the focus is on software issues, in particular, the registration of LADAR scans taken of the same scene from different vantage points. Statistical experiments aimed at assessing triangular meshing for surface modeling are described in another forthcoming report [5] . × × wooden box. The task is to create a triangular mesh representing the box and surrounding floor. The accuracy of that representation is gauged by calculating from it the volume and height of the box. The accuracy of the box dimensions is ± 1.58 cm (1/16 in) and assuming worst case, the volume error is ± 0.4 % [4] . The registration methods considered here match a point cloud against a triangulated elevated surface.
The methods are conceived as optimization problems, which apply rigid transformations to a point cloud in order to minimize a chosen "measure-of-fit", which quantifies the divergence of the point cloud from the surface. Several distinct measures-of-fit will be identified, and the performance of two of them will be examined using the box data. Evaluations of additional options are in progress.
Direct minimization of a selected measure-of-fit differs from the more commonly used ICP (Iterative Closest Point) approach [1, 3] . Direct minimization, however, is suited to the purpose of examining the effects of the choice of measuresof-fit.
In a first series of experiments, each of the four scans is registered individually to an exact triangulated model of the box and surrounding floor space. The registered four point clouds are combined into a single point cloud, which is then "cleaned" and meshed to create a surface model of the box. In a second series of experiments, the recreation of the box is attempted by pair-wise registration of the point clouds against themselves without benefit of an accurate reference. The four point clouds are examined in clockwise rotation. A triangulated surface is determined by cleaning and meshing the first point cloud. The second cloud is then registered against the surface model of the first cloud. Once that common frame has been established, the two point clouds are combined, cleaned and meshed to generate a common surface representation of the first two point clouds, against which to register the third point cloud. The process is then repeated by registering the fourth point cloud against the surface representation of the other three point clouds. Finally, all four point clouds --now registered to the frame of the first --are combined, cleaned, and meshed to produce a model of the box.
Earlier experiments have been conducted along the same lines [4] . Here we report the outcomes of fully automated procedures.
MEASURES-OF-FIT
There are two distinct aspects to distance based measures-of-fit to be identified in this report:
• The definition of generic point-to-surface distance • The selection of a "norm" by which to distill a single number from many instances of such distances
Commonly considered norms are the MAX, RMS, and ASD norms.
The MAX norm assigns the maximum absolute value or "size". The RMS ("root-mean-square") norm averages the sum of squares before taking the square root. The ASD ("average-sizedeviation") represents the average of the absolute values. Norms typically provide error estimates in the form of deviations from zero. The MAX norm will not be considered here, since it is too dependent on "outliers". Each of the other two norms may be combined with a generic point-tosurface distance measure to arrive at a measureof-fit.
Three generic distance measures are considered:
A surface is "elevated" or "2.5 D" if it has a unique projection into the x,y-footprint plane.
The term "TINsurface" (TIN=triangulated irregular network) is frequently used for triangulated surfaces that are also elevated, and only such surfaces are considered in this report.
"Vertical distance" is defined as the absolute value of the "residual" "Euclidean distance" is the conventional distance between point p i = (x i , y i , z i ) and the surface, that is, the smallest distance between p i and any point on the surface. This distance is always defined. It is therefore necessary to exclude non-overlap areas. Roughly speaking, "Ray-directed distance" is defined as the distance measured in the direction of the laser beam. The overlap area is determined by those rays which meet both point cloud and surface.
In this report, only vertical distances are considered together with the RMS and ASD norms, respectively. In other words, the following measures of fit are considered:
• Vertical distance with the ASD norm • Vertical distance with the RMS norm Vertical distance is a natural choice for 2.5D, that is, TIN surfaces such as terrain representations.
OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
The intent of optimization-based registration methods is to identify a rigid transformation which --when applied to a given point cloudrepositions the point cloud so as to minimize deviation from the given surface as quantified by a measure-of-fit. Rigid transformations may be characterized by a translation with parameters, Δx, Δy, Δz, combined with three rotations, Δφ , Δε, Δθ, the yaw, roll, and pitch, respectively [4] . The value of the measure-of-fit after transformation may be therefore considered as a function, F, of the above six transformation parameters, and this function is to be minimized.
In the case of the measures-of-fit based on vertical distance, this minimization met with several difficulties. First, in the neighborhood of an optimal parameter choice, the function F assumes the shape of a plateau with many local minima in close proximity of each other, and the quality of the registration tends to be sensitive to the choice of one of those local minima. Moreover, a global minimum is typically a disastrous choice. The automated procedure used for this work searches among neighboring local minima within a fixed radius and terminates if no improved measure-offit can be found. This procedure is, of course, very sensitive to the choice of starting point: If the starting point fails to be reasonably close to an acceptable "solution", the procedure may, in fact, lead to progressively worse registrations, all the while "improving" the measure-of-fit.
The challenge is to find measures-of-fit which track the quality of registration. Those considerations lead to the following optimization process. This planar optimization procedure will be described below in more detail. Once that optimization step is completed, the optimal vertical translation Δz may be determined in closed form by subtracting from the previous value either the mean or the median of all residuals, depending on whether the measure-of-fit is RMS or ASD based, respectively. If the new vertical translation parameter Δz changes from its previous value, then the planar optimization procedure resumes. Otherwise, the translation parameters (Δx, Δy, Δz), are considered optimized, and the process moves to the optimization of the angle parameters.
In order to avoid minima that correspond to unacceptable registration results, the optimization of the planar parameters (Δx, Δy) follows a "limited-horizon" search principle: Consider a circle of radius r around a current "point" (Δx 0 , Δy 0 ). Search for a "better" point (Δx, Δy) within this circle only. If found, it becomes the center of another search within a radius of r around it. If no such improvement is found, then the planar search terminates and, as described above, the optimal vertical parameter Δz is determined.
The procedure consistently decreases with measure-offit function F, and terminates with a particular "local" minimum.
For the experiments reported here a search radius, r = 5 cm, was used. If r is too large, it may lead the search astray. If r is too small, the search may terminate before reaching a "good" local minimum. As for most registration methods, the success of the search depends heavily on the choice of the initial parameters ("warm start" vs. "cold start").
There are, of course, many approaches to optimizing a function in a given region. Most advanced optimization algorithms for minimizing a function f (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , … , ξ n ), however, stipulate that a point ( Generally, the search starts with radius 1.0 cm and if necessary, moves to successively smaller ones of the proposed radii. If reduction to the smallest radii fails to yield an improvement, then the search continues with increasing radii up to the search radius of 5 cm. As F is calculated for up to 15 x 20 = 300 parameter settings for each planar search step, the search procedure is computationally expensive and in this form, too slow for real-time purposes.
It was assumed, that the optimization of the angle parameters does not need to be similarly restricted except for reasons of efficiency. The planar rotation Δφ is varied in single steps of 0.05 o through a specified bracket and, for each value, the full translation (Δx, Δy, Δz) is re-optimized. The selection of the roll and pitch parameters Δε, Δθ has as yet not been automated, because previous experiments [4] suggested that --for reasons as yet unclear --minimizing those parameters actually worsened the quality of the registration.
Given a TINsurface, each specification of a horizontal "cut plane", at elevation z, defines both a "cut volume" and a "fill volume". The cut volume is bounded below by the cut plane and above by the surface as far as it extends above the cut plane. The fill volume is bounded above by the cut plane and below by the surface.
In the experiments to be described, evaluating a sequence of cut volumes was used for determining volume and height of the box once its surface and that of the surrounding floor has been modeled. More precisely, the idea is to create a sequence of cut volumes, starting with cut planes below the floor level, as indicated by a fill volume of 0, and proceeding by increasing the cut level z, in equal increments of 0.2 cm, until the cut plane clears the top of the box, as indicated by a cut volume of 0. As long as the cut plane remains below the surface, the cut volume will decrease linearly, the slope given by the area of the footprint region of the surface. As the cut plane starts to intersect the surface, a transition occurs to the regime in which the cut plane only intersects the box, and where the decrease is approximately linear with the box footprint as its slope. A similar transition is observed as the cut plane moves beyond the top of the box. The first transition marks the floor level. The second transition marks the top level of the box. The two transition elevations show up as "spikes" in the sequence of second differences [4] . The locations of these spikes define the elevations for floor and box top, respectively. Thus box height = box top elevation -floor elevation box vol. = cut vol. @ floor -cut vol. @ box top
EXPERIMENTS
As mentioned previously, four scans of a box were obtained. These scans were obtained with the scanner located "in front" of each box corner, i.e., in each scan, the box top and two sides of the box were visible. The scans are clockwise labeled C, D, E, F. The four scans were visually transformed so that they were in rough alignment to each other, Figure 1 . This was necessary as the registration program assumes small transformations -this is true for most registration programs.
Two series of experiments were conducted: 1) registration against an exact model of the box and 2) registration of a point cloud to another point cloud. For the second series, point cloud C was arbitrarily selected as the reference point cloud. Parameters for both series include: 1) starting point of registration, cold vs. warm start and 2) measure-of-fit, ASD or RMS. For the starting point of registration, a cold start was a start at the origin where (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) = (0, 0, 0) and a warm start was a start off the origin at some point (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) close to the expected final registration point [4] . For the cold start, the φ value ranged from -2.5º to 2.5º, and the increment size was 0.05º. For the warm start, the range of the φ value was 1º starting close to the final value [4] . The values for ε and θ were set to zero and not changed.
The results of the automated registration are given in Tables 1 and 2 . Summary of results:
• ASD vs. RMS:
ASD yields a better registration in terms of volume and box height • Registration to box: ASD volume error on the order of 2 % (cold and warm starts), RMS volume error of 12 % (warm start) and 137 % (cold start) -suspect registration got stuck on local minima.
• Point cloud to point cloud registration: ASD volume error on the order of 10% (cold and warm starts), RMS volume error 13 % (warm start) and 36 % (cold start).
• Warm vs. cold start: For RMS, significant reduction of volume error for warm start. For ASD, no significant difference in volume error for warm vs. cold start.
Figures 2 (registration to box) and 3 (point cloud to point cloud registration) show the final registration of the four scans. The reason for the misalignment of the last scan in Figure 3 is being examined.
CONCLUSIONS
The experiments reported in this paper clearly show the importance of selecting the correct measure-of-fit for optimizing the registration. In these experiments which were based on vertical distance, the ASD norm produced a better registration than the RMS norm in terms of box volume and box height. Future work will include using other measures-of-fit such as the "raydirected" distance. 
